An acoustic emission (AE) phenomenon is widespread and relatively well described in contemporary scientific literature (Boczar et al., 2012; Bolin, 1979; Pierzga et al., 2013; Pollock, Stephens, 1971). Many different sources of AE are known and the most common of them are e.g. crystal structure defects motions in solids, cracks and micro cracks forming and shifting (Wotzka, Lusa, 2015), local environment motions combined with internal friction, chemical reactions, some biological process and partial discharges. Nowadays the AE phenomenon is willingly applied in numerous science areas, especially in technical diagnostics, for machines and devices condition testing purposes (Cichoń et al., 2011; 2012; Grossmann, Feser, 2001; Menon et al., 2001; Naderi et al., 2007; Sharakwy et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2007), as well as for construction structures examinations. A partial discharge diagnostics in a high voltage electrical apparatus is one of the fundamental applications of the EA method (Blachowicz et al., 2016; Farag et al., 1999; García-Colón et al., 2004; Lin et al., 2005). A PD issue is known as one of the most important and constant aspects of a high voltage electrical equipment insulation systems diagnostics (Fracz et al., 2015; Łopatkiewicz et al., 2012). Although a single PD source AE is represented by a discrete signal, in insulation systems there usually multi PD sources appear. As an result a summed sequence of single pulses is received by a measuring system, which in fact is read as a continuous emission signal. Not only an early detection of PD defects is highly desired presently, but also its localization and intensity estimation, especially according to a reliable and continuous electrical energy supply, as well as a save exploitation of a such primary electrical power apparatus as power transformers.

Many different PD detection and analysis methods based on a different physical phenomena accompanying a PD are presently known (Szmechta et al., 2011; Witos, Gacek, 2008; Wotzka et al., 2010; 2011; Zmarzły, Nagi, 2014). Apart from AE method, there may be pointed such main methods as a spectrophotometry method based on light emission (Deng et al.,...
2. Research methodology

2.1. Laboratory measurements

The presented research has been proceeded in the high voltage techniques laboratory of Electrical Power and Renewable Energy institute at the Opole University of Technology. AE signals emitted by a PD source immersed in used mineral transformer insulation oil have been the research subject. Following spark gap configurations for PD source modeling have been selected for the measurements: point to point, multi-point to plate and surface type. Such a PD source models choice has allowed to simulate the most common insulation faults of electrical power transformers, e.g. point to point – a PD generated by a single insulation fault of two neighboring turns of windings, multi-point to plate – a PD generated between multi-point wind- ing insulation faults and a grounded flat surface (tank, shielding), surface type – a PD generated on a boundary of a solid and liquid dielectrics (paper – oil). For every selected spark gap configuration an ignition $U_i$ and breakdown $U_b$ voltage levels have been experimentally defined. An electrical method with its apparent charge and voltage level dependency curves has been used for the ignition voltage appointments, whereas breakdown voltage levels have been defined after sequence of every spark gap breakdown tests, according to IEC60156. AE signals registrations have been proceeded for the selected voltage levels in the range from $U_i$ to $U_b$: 120 sample signals for every selected voltage level and for every spark gap configuration, which has given over 1800 registered signals total. A model PD source has been immersed in a steel tank filled with a transformer insulation oil. Physical Acoustics Corporation (PAC) WD-AH17 piezoelectric joint sensor has been used for measurements, and installed on the outer oil tank wall. The measuring set up has been complemented by the PAC preamplifier 2/4/6 and amplifier AE2 and Acquitek interface CH3160 installed on a PC (Fig. 1). A sampling rate of the measuring interface has been set to 1 MHz, which has allowed to register signals in the range from 20 kHz to 500 kHz.

A constant clamp force and repeatable sensor and tank coupling have been achieved by a dedicated magnetic grip applied additionally for measurements. A total voltage gain of the measuring track has been set to 89 dB, and it has not been adjusted during all measurements. A PD source as well as the sensor positions have been not modified during research. Absolute distance between sensor and PD source has amounted
0.2 m, which corresponds about 0.144 ms for the average velocity of sound in transformer mineral insulation oil which is 1390 m/s (Fig. 2). Registered signals have been synchronized with voltage supply and measuring window has been set to 20 ms, which is as much as one 50 Hz voltage supply period.

For further analysis calculated descriptors have been gathered for every selected model PD source configuration and every pointed voltage levels.

2.2. On-site measurements

An electrical power transformer during normal service has been selected as a real life research object. A nominal voltage levels of the transformer have been 115/16.5 kV. On-site measurements have been proceeded with the same instruments as had been used in laboratory: piezoelectric joint sensor, preamplifier 2/4/6, amplifier AE2 and PC equipped with measuring interface as an acquisition unit. According to the fact that three phase transformer has been tested, three measuring tracks have had to be applied simultaneously, for supporting every single phase independent measurements (Fig. 3).

AE sensors positioning procedure and arrangement has been selected experimentally, after sequence of survey tests. The final sensors positions have been pointed on grounds of the highest AE signals amplitudes, with special consideration of every phase and transformer geometry. Likewise the laboratory measurements, AE sensors have been attached to the transformer outer wall with dedicated magnetic grips for the best sensor and tank coupling (Fig. 4).
like in laboratory research case, and additionally to 200 ms, which corresponds with 1 and 10 periods of 50 Hz voltage supply respectively.

Unlike the laboratory research, a supply voltage level adjustment has not been possible during normal service of the testing apparatus, and all on-site measurements have been proceeded with nominal operation voltage level of the transformer. According to that fact voltage level influence on PD AE signals has not been examined. Testing object has been selected for research on the grounds of analysis of the transformer historical DGA results. According to those results very high relative growth of gas contents in oil has been discovered, which has pointed to PD activity inside the transformer tank.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Laboratory measurements

The selected spark gaps have been configured for research tasks with particular consideration of their breakdown voltage levels. It has been desired all $U_b$ level should be as equal as possible. Experimentally determined $U_b$ levels for point to point, multi-point to plate and surface type spark gap configurations assumed 45 kV, 43 kV and 42 kV respectively. There have been chosen relative voltage level ranges for the measurements: 0.52–0.74 $U_b$ for point to point configuration, 0.58–0.82 $U_b$ for multi-point to plate configuration, 0.43–0.72 $U_b$ for surface type configuration. Analysis of the registered AE pulses in time domain and time-frequency domain have been the starting issue for the measurement results interpretation. Measurement results have been related with increasing supply voltage levels. Example time runs and spectrograms of captured AE signals generated by every selected model PD source for similar relative supply voltage levels have been presented in Fig. 5.

PD activity in both halves of a supply voltage period has been noticed for point to point and multi-point to plate configurations, furthermore it has been observed that amplitudes of AE signals related with the first half of period have been relatively higher than those related with the second one (Fig. 6). In case of surface type configuration over 88% of all of the registered PD signals for all supply voltage levels have showed AE related only with the first half of a voltage period, which leads to the conclusion that the applied spark gap configuration generates AE only in a first positive half of the supply voltage period.

According to frequency components and energy share of individual AE signals (Fig. 7) it is easy to be noticed that the largest part of the whole energy

![Fig. 5. Exemplary time runs and spectrogram for every spark gap configuration: a) surface type for 0.62 $U_p$, b) multi-point to plate for 0.63 $U_p$, c) point to point for 0.64 $U_p$.](image-url)
Fig. 6. Exemplary 3D spectrograms for every spark gap configuration: a) surface type for $0.62 \ U_p$, b) multi-point to plate for $0.63 \ U_p$, c) point to point for $0.64 \ U_p$.

Fig. 7. Exemplary amplitude spectrum and power density spectrum for every spark gap configuration: a) surface type for $0.62 \ U_p$, b) multi-point to plate for $0.63 \ U_p$, c) point to point for $0.64 \ U_p$. 

is cumulated in frequency components below 100 kHz. That property has not depended on spark gap configuration and supply voltage level. Additionally, surface type PD source has generated significant part of energy for frequency components about 250 kHz. In case of other PD source configurations higher frequency components generally have not been above a background noise.

The next step of the research has been an evaluation of indicated descriptors for both amplitude and power density spectrum of analyzed AE signals. Descriptors have been defined for every registered signal for every spark gap configuration and selected supply voltage level. Mean values of every descriptor have been defined for voltage levels. A high level of coherence and reproducibility have been noticed for all achieved results, none of any descriptor relative deviation has exceeded 6%. Mean values of pointed descriptors for every voltage level have been calculated on the grounds of 150 AE signal measurements and the results have been presented as a function of voltage level. Collective results of AE amplitude spectrum descriptors analysis for all spark gap configuration have been shown in Fig. 8.

Collective results of AE power density spectrum descriptors analysis for all spark gap configuration have been shown in Fig. 9, as well.

After detail analysis of achieved results some unique descriptors has been noticed. The most individual have seemed to be parameters related with RMS and maximum values of each spectrum. Apparent change ranges of those descriptors have been noticed as unique ones and may be treated as an individual parameter that characterize every PD model used for research. According to presented peak factor and shape coefficient results only power density spectrum descriptors may be considered as an unique quantities, because change trends in a voltage function of those have seemed to be individual and may be used as a support for every selected model PD source identification. Such trends have not been noticed with reference to amplitude spectrum descriptors, however for the lowest voltage levels (close to the ignition voltage value) some unique tendency has been seen.

![Fig. 8. Results of AE amplitude spectrum descriptors analysis: a) shape coefficient, b) peak factor, c) maximum amplitude, d) RMS value.](image-url)
Fig. 9. Results of AE power density spectrum descriptors analysis: a) shape coefficient, b) peak factor, c) maximum amplitude, d) RMS value.

for peak factor and shape coefficient results, therefore those descriptors may be additionally used for PD source identification support also.

3.2. On-site measurements

A slightly different attitude is needed while a real life normal service apparatus measurements are proceeded, especially with reference to the research methodology. The main difference between laboratory measurements and on-site ones has been a supply voltage level adjustment. All of the on-site measurements have been proceeded under constant nominal working voltage level, there has been no possibility to make any adjustments. A line-to-line voltage during all tests on the transformer has been set to 118 kV. It has been also necessary to take account of much higher noise and interferences level than in laboratory environment. As mentioned above, experimental AE sensors positioning has had to be applied for electrical power transformer measurement results could be as explicit as possible. Potentially there have been three independent high voltage sources to be tested, related with the transformer three phase windings encapsulated in a common tank (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10. Electrical power transformer 115/16.5 kV used for research – general view.

The AE sensors have been finally installed under high voltage transformer bushings, on the 110 kV side of the tank. Every sensor has been related with one phase. The distance between every sensor has been es-
estimated as 1 m (due to radiators installed on the outer wall of the transformer precise measurement of the distance has not been possible). Three tracks measurements have been proceeded simultaneously during all tests. Some exemplary time runs and spectrograms of registered AE signals for every phase captured within 200 ms (10 periods of 50 Hz voltage) have been presented in Fig. 11. All tracks have been synchronized and measurements have been triggered by first track pulse related with phase L1.

Periodic structures have been obviously seen at the traces, 10 ms intervals between serial pulses have been noticed which is related with half of 50 Hz voltage period – those may be interpreted as typical PD signals. The highest AE signal amplitudes have been registered by sensors positioned over phases L1 and L2, but L1 amplitudes have been twice higher than L2 ones. The L3 aimed sensor has not captured any activity that could be read as a PD signal.

Analysis of AE signals registered by sensors L1 and L2 within 20 ms (Fig. 12) has discovered one very important dependency: signal form the L2 sensor has been delayed about 1 ms toward the L1 sensor (which is about 1.4 m for a sound wave in oil), which has also

---

**Fig. 11.** Exemplary time runs and spectrograms of AE signals generated by PD inside the transformer within 200 ms: a) for sensor over L1 phase, b) for sensor over L2 phase, c) for sensor over L3 phase.

**Fig. 12.** Exemplary time runs and spectrograms of AE signals generated by PD inside the transformer within 20 ms: a) for sensor over L1 phase, b) for sensor over L2 phase.
been a trigger source. Such a dependency allow to conclude that both registered by L1 and L2 signals have been generated by the same PD source locate around the phase L1 transformer windings.

In Fig. 13 3D spectrograms of the signals presented in Fig. 12 have been showed. Strong domination of frequency components below 100 kHz may be clearly noticed.

Likewise the laboratory measurement analysis, amplitude and power density spectrum descriptors have been determined. Exemplary spectrums of the AE signals presented in Fig. 12 have been showed in Fig. 14.

100 AE signal samples of 20 ms have been captured and then selected descriptors have been appointed on the grounds of them. Amplitude and power density AE signal descriptors collective results have been presented for L1 and L2 sensors in Fig. 15. L3 sensor signals have been ignored because it has not captured any activity that could be read as a PD signal.

A high level of coherence and reproducibility have been also noticed for all achieved on-site results, none of any amplitude spectrum descriptor relative deviation on a sample of 100 signals for each phase has exceeded 7%. Similar situation has been observed for the power density spectrum descriptors, what has been presented in Fig. 16.

In the event of power density spectrum descriptors relative deviation on a sample of 100 signals for each phase has not reached 1%, what confirms high reproducibility level of the measured signals. According to amplitude spectrum L1 and L2 descriptor values have varied a lot, what should have been expected after time runs and spectrograms analysis – very large amplitude differences have been obviously noted. In the event of power density spectrum descriptors situations has been opposite. A high coherence level of the descriptors has been discovered, what shows a similar energy share of the same frequency components in both L1 and L2 signals. It is highly expected that both signals have been generated by similar nature sources, and taking into account all previous conclusions it has been probably the same one source.
4. Conclusion

Partial discharge diagnostics in electrical power transformers is a crucial element that influences on reliable and continuous providing of electrical power supply as well as on avoiding serious faults and additional cost gain of energy distribution. Adequately early insulation faults detection provides proper procedures implementation that ensure to avoid serious problems in energy infrastructure. Wide range of contemporary signal analysis and registrations capabilities may be applied for improving and shortening technical diagnosis process. From among various commonly available PD measuring methods the most desired are noninvasive ones, and on-site applicable during apparatus normal service. It is also expected that highest sensitivity and accuracy as well as essential information about phenomena will be delivered by a measuring instrument. Such requirements may be very difficult or even impossible to be qualified as a part of one unrelieved measuring method. However, capability of PD analysis with particular consideration of the phenomena detection and localization for further advanced diagnostics seems to be essential. In the paper a fast, accurate and noninvasive PD detection and analysis methodology for electrical power transformer on-site applications has been presented. An explicit detection capability as well as a survey PD source localization of the method has been proven in the research. A PD source identification with particular consideration of its physical nature under on-site conditions still reminds an open research task. However, under a laboratory environment a model PD source identification possibility has been proven in the paper whereas a large database of sample PD signals
related with a specific diagnosed and confirmed insulation faults in exact transformer type is needed in the event of an on-site in service transformer internal

Authors further research tasks are planned to be focused on various on-line PD analysis methods synthesis in order to the highest precision achievement as well as measurements environment independency.
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